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Clash of clans update 2018 free

November 23, 2020 Super Troops Changes &amp; New Magic Item! Read More Nov 2, 2020 End of Support: Below iOS 10 and Android 4.4 Read More Oct 9, 2020 New Levels &amp; Other Game Changes! Read more October 8th, 2020 Upcoming balance changes! Read More Sep 30, 2020 Supercell Games in Iran Read More 12.2020 Lost &amp; Crowned is Out Now! Read
More July 3, 2020 Booty Cart Bug Read More July 1, 2020 Maintenance Break! Read more June 22nd, 2020 Summer Update is live! Read more This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Join millions of players around the world as you create your village, raise a clan, and compete in epic Clan Wars! Mustachioed Barbarians, Fire Wielding Wizards, and other
unique units are waiting for you! Enter the world of Clash! New features:● Roll through hostile villages with Log Launcher, Brand-New Siege Machine!● Introducing Super Guide and Ice Hound, latest additions to the Super Troop line-up!● The update also includes a new, must-see Spell, fresh town hall 13 content, slick quality of life changes and much more! Classic features:● Join
a clan of fellow players or start your own and invite friends.● Fight in Clan Wars as a team against millions of active players around the world.● Test your skills in competing Clan War Leagues and prove that you are the best.● Forge alliances, collaborate with your clan in Clan Games to get valuable magical items.● Plan your unique strategy of fighting with countless combinations
of spells.● Plan a unique strategy to fight with countless combinations of spells , Soldiers, and Heroes!● Compete with the best players from around the world and rise to the top of the leaderboard in the Legend League.● Collect resources and steal loot from other players to upgrade your own village and turn it into a fortress. ● Defend against enemy attacks with lots of towers,
cannons, bombs, traps, minesweeps and walls.● Unlock epic Heroes like The Barbarian King, Archer Queen, Great Warden, Royal Champion, and Fighting Machine. ● Research upgrades in your lab to keep your soldiers, spells and siege machines even stronger.● Create your own PVP experience through Friendly Challenges, Friendly Wars, and Special Live Events.● Watch
Clanmates attack and defend in real-time as a spectator or watch video replays.● Fight Goblin King in single player mode through empire.● Learn new tactics and experiment with army and Clan Castle soldiers in practice mode.● Journey into empire.● Journey into the realm.● Journey to the realm.● Journey to empire.● Builder Base and discover new buildings and characters in a
mysterious world.● Turn your builder base into an unparalleled fortress and defeat opposing players in versus battles. ● Collect exclusive hero covers and scenery to customize your Dedinu.Na you're waiting for, boss? Join the action today. Please note! Clash of clans is free to download and play, however, some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want
to use this feature, turn off in-app purchases in Device. Also, according to our terms and conditions and privacy policy, you must be at least years to play or download clash of clans.A network connection is also required. Player Ratings: Clash of Clans proudly announces over one million five star reviews on the App Store.If you're having fun playing Clash of Clans, you can also
enjoy other Supercell games like Clash Royale, Brawl Stars, Boom Beach, and Hay Day. Be sure to check those out! Support: Boss, are you in trouble? Visit or or contact us in the game by going to Settings &gt; Help &amp; Support. Privacy Policy: Services: s Guide: Dec 7, 2020 Version 13.675.1 2020 is not the year for ordinary Clashmas – Logmas Update is here! ● Roll through
hostile villages with Log Launcher, brand-new Siege Machine!● Featuring Super Guide and Ice Hound, the latest additions to the Super Troop line-up!● The update also includes a new, must-see Spell, fresh town hall 13 content, slick quality of life changes and much more! I've been playing Clash of Clans almost as long as it exists. The game is one of the best you will find. There
are absolutely zero ads, you don't have to pay anything to progress the game, and the game itself is one of the most fun to play. Clans make it easy to have fun with friends and create new Clash of Friends that you can dominate the war and clan games with. Supercell Customer Support is top notch always given to people to answer questions, listen to concerns and suggestions
about the game to help you with any mistakes or problems you have. As an example, I once lost my village with all its progress for a reason. (This happened with several games) I told Supercell about it, and they found my village, and they gave it back to me right away. The only step I ever really disagreed with was removing Global chat. Globally was a great way to chat with
people outside your clan and also the best way to employ them. The new recruitment system they have added to replace globally is a waste. I can't get anyone good with this. On the global I build clans from scratch per day. I once recruited 20 people a day to my clan. I was only TH 10 at the time. I understand why you have it supercell, but I would like to see (a) it come back
(maybe find a better way to do it) or (b) come up with a new recruitment system that works better than the one that we have. Other than that, an absolutely brilliant game I love to play. Well done Supercell.  Overall duel of clans is a very pleasant game. I love being able to be in the clan with my friends and building it will be another good player. However, ever since globally
was taken out of the game, it has been much harder to find and acquire new non-rushed, kind and loyal members to join our clan. I know globally it was scrapped because a lot of players abused it and were bad for other players, but I believe it was a very important part of it. Play to find new friends that you would like to talk to and play the game with. The new thing that helps to
find members of the clan (in my opinion) is not very useful. Most players are very rushed, which do not fit the requirements of the clan I'm in. One more change I would like to see is the time it takes for buildings and soldiers to modernize. The Gold Pass is a very good option to shorten the time, but I'm still a kid out of work, so I'm not always able to use $5 to buy a gold passport.
I've gotten it many times before, but without it I'm trying to stay on schedule. I'm TH11 at the moment in the final stages of it. I only have walls left and a couple of soldiers upgrades in my lab on the left. The soldiers on the left are dark potion soldiers and I have no problem getting the necessary materials, but time is almost unbearable. For this reason, I come to the conclusion of
why I want to take the time to modernize buildings and soldiers to reduce. Ok, so first I would like to start by saying that your game is absolutely amazing. I play at least an hour a day every day and usually more. It combines fun, strategy, resource management and action all in one wonderful bundle. I myself am City Hall 9, but I rushed through the game too quickly and I am very
much behind. Despite this, I love this game more than any other mobile game I've ever played. 10/10.The problem, however, is not how expensive the upgrades are, or how the game is super pay to win (it's not). My problem, it's time. I don't mind saving my gold to strengthen my defenses or get an exciting new building, even if it's really expensive. I hate it when you finally get 2
million gold for x bow, and it awaits you 3 days on top of that. It makes the game so much less enjoyable. The same goes for training soldiers. I love attacking and forming strategies with my soldiers. But it is a little annoying that it makes you pay for soldiers and wait an hour and a half to even use them. I don't mind some of the waiting, but waiting for more than 1 day for a seven
dps upgrade that also costs 1.5 million gold is ridiculous. I'm not saying remove the waiting time, but definitely cut down on it quite a bit. But anyways, this game is super awesome and I don't want it to sound like it's a bad game. I really love this game, it's a brilliant work of art. Application Support Privacy Policy If you want to download and update clash of clans latest 2021 APK for
android devices, then click on the given download link present at the bottom of this article. This is the latest version of 2021 and is free to download. Clash of clans for Android Clash of clans is one of the most popular games for Android 2016-19. Right now over a billion users are playing this game all over the world. The game has good graphics and normal animations that are
very attractive and beautiful. COC is an online game that is available for android, windows and iOS platforms and its free to play. First version of the COC released in 2012 (August) Supercell. The main goal of this game is to collect more and more trophies, not a dead end. Whoever has more trophies will have the highest status around the world. The user must build his own
empire (city) with the help of gold, potion and dark potion. The user receives these resources from other city players. They must also build their own army and with the help of these armies they can attack perfectly in other players of the city. Download Clash of Clans APK for Android | Latest version 2021 Application namePlay clans CategoryRole Playing gameLatest version
13.675.1Su file NameClash-of-Clans.apkFile Size150.93 MBAuthorSupercellMinimum RequirementsMin: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19)Target: Android 10 (Q, API 29)Uploaded On07-December-2020 Download Clash of Clans for Android We noticed that in several countries the link above does not work, so if your device or country code has the same problem, then try to download
clash of clans APK updates from that link. 2020 is not the year for ordinary Clashmas – Logmas Update is here! Roll through enemy villages with Log Launcher, a brand-new siege machine! Introducing Super Wizard and Ice Hound, the latest additions to the Super Troop line-up! The update also includes a new, must-see Spell, fresh town hall 13 content, slick quality of life changes
and much more! Create your own city (Empire) into an unparalleled fortress. Build your army of barbarians, archers, pig riders, wizards, dragons and other powerful warriors. Attack on various unknown players around the world and garb more and more trophies. You can also choose specific friends in your clan. Play against rival Clans in high optimized Clan Wars.Can make 20
different units with several levels of upgrades. Users can search for different attacking armies from different combinations of soldiers, spells, Heroes and Clan ReinforcementsSeat your village with the help of various cannons, towers, landmines, bombs, traps and WallsChallenge Goblin King in a campaign with the empire. GN Radar team is always trying to update the latest
version of Clash of Clans APK files, if you want to know more about recently released APKs and previous versions of COC then you can contact us via our contact page. For more information and the latest updates stay tuned to GN Radar. Radar.
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